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                                    NCC RANK CEREMONY 2024 
“Parade is our paradise; we have fire in our eyes that rage on our heart!  

Sacrifices are nothing to us when we serve our purpose; those three words made us  

“National Cadet Crops.” 

Modern School, Barakhamba Road, organised its first ever NCC rank ceremony for cadets of Army and 

Navy Wing on 24th April 2024, for classes VIII and IX during the senior 

assembly. The august gathering was graced by the presence of members 

of BOT, Chief Guest Capt. Nalin Kant Mishra and Principal, Dr Vijay Datta. 

Junior Wing and Junior Division cadets were bestowed with the NCC 

ranks by the principal sir following which the Chief Guest addressed the 

gathering with his words of wisdom and motivated fellow students with 

the aim and goal of NCC . He also congratulated cadets for their achieve-

ments in various NCC activities and camps. It was indeed a pride mo-

ment for the cadets and the school. Students applauded the rank hold-

ers as they witnessed the ceremony with great zeal and enthusiasm. For 

a cadet, the rank award ceremony plays a vital role in boosting their mo-

rale and is a significant and emotional event that displays their esprit de 

corps. For this academic year we have the rank panel of two Sargent, 

two Lance Corporal and two Corporal in Army wing and one POC , 

and one LC in Naval Wing.   
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                                    The Cadet’s name and ranks are as follows: 

S NO. NAME OF CADETS UNIT CLASS     RANK 

1. Aarav Wadhawan Army XC Sargent 

2. Dipesh Army IXD Sargent 

3. Prathmesh Agarwal Army XC Corporal 

4. Sanchey Prasad Army XC Coeporal 

5. Adhrit Singh Army IXF Lance Corporal 

6. Krishiv Dabas Army IXC Lance Corporal 

7. Manassavi Rani Navy XD Petty Officer Cadet 

8. Nidhi Chauhan Navy XD Leading Cadet 

9. Raghav Sisodia Navy IXD Leading Cadet 

 

                     ****************************************** 

                                   ROUND SQUARE REPORT 

On Wednesday, 1st May 2024, Queen Anne’s School in UK hosted a RS Zoom Postcard with the theme “Tracing 

the human impact of the products we buy: a challenge!”. The Modern School delegation comprised  Angad 

Atharv Suri (XA), Zara Vickers (XB), Aveer Mahajan (XC), 

Amaira Jain (XF), Tanmay Sharma (XF) and Yuvraj Panchal 

(XF). The students were mentored and accompanied by Ms 

Shalini Dahiya .As a pre-conference task, the participants 

created a presentation with the plans, methodology and aim 

for a traceability project. Our students gave a wonderful 

presentation on Green Tea, talking about the child labour and 

modern slavery associated with the tea leaves and honey  

industry. During the conference, the students took part in  

various discussions talking about the pull and push factors of 

child labour in different regions of the world and famous 

companies like Nestle and Hersheys and the human right in-

fringements on the workers in these companies. They gave 

presentations on the makeup industry, lithium batteries,  

cotton, fast fashion etc. It was a highly enriching experience for all the delegates. The students enthusiastically 

talked about our school’s bee awareness campaigns and efforts made by the Nature and Interact club.  

NCC CADETS DURING RANK CEREMONY 

ROUND SQUARE EVENT 
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                                               PATEL HOUSE FUNCTION REPORT 

The biennial Patel House Function took place on the 3rd May, 2024. The theme of the function was one that 

had never been witnessed before. It was unique and historic. It was about the unification and consolidation of 

the princely states with India led by none other than  Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the architect of unification. 

This theme was sensitively portrayed through a theatrical performance interspersed with dances from the dif-

ferent princely states highlighting the diverse nature of our country. The dances had some acrobatic moves as 

well which amazed the principal as well as all gathered there. The students left no stones unturned in preparing 

for the ballet. Even after being incredibly informative the students were able to grab the attention of the viewers 

till the last. 

 

The students showcased their multifarious talents through dance, western and Indian music and some astound-

ing exhibits on display . Our Principal, Dr. Vijay Datta ,the esteemed Chief Guest R.S Chauhan, the Guest of 

Honour Mary Kom ,parents and teachers who took time out of their swamped schedules to grace our function 

were first shown the exhibition that was put up by the students of classes IV to XII in the hallways of the PJB 

block. In the western music presentation, the melodious singers of our house chose a difficult rather renowned 

song to sing much to the joy of our guests. The Western music song was “Counting Stars”, which instilled 

vigour and enthusiasm into the occasion. The singers did not lack in any sort of precision or coordination. The 

Classical Indian music piece ,’Raag Mishr Kallawati ‘was also enjoyed by all .The house song  ‘Ae Watan’ 

had patriotism resonating in every note and tugged at the hearts of everyone. The credits for organising the 

entire function, of course, goes to our House Masters ,teachers and respected Principal. 

                              

GLIMPES OF PATEL HOUSE FUNCTION 
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                                                            BIZONOMICS SOCIETY 

St Stephen’s College, New Delhi organised the Capital Conquest’24 from 2nd  April 2024 to 10th  April 

2024. The first round was an online quiz round which saw more than 500+ students participating. The 

top hundred students competed in the Round two which was solving case studies and problem state-

ments related to the business world. Four Teams of Modern School qualified for the Final Round out 

of the total eleven teams. The Final round tested the participants knowledge from fundraising to busi-

ness expansion. The Modern School team comprising Raghav Singhal(XIIG), Abeer Jhanji(XIIF) and 

Tanay Jalan(XIIA) stood FIRST in the prestigious competition among other teams of colleges such as 

Shri Ram College of Commerce, Hansraj College, Lady Shri Ram College and many more. Another 

team from our school comprising of Siddharth V Sawhney (XIIF), Aashree Jain (XIIF) and Mukund 

Beriwal (XIIE) stood third in the competition. The competition was an enriching experience for all the 

students. 

                                                  

                                                ********************************** 

 

 

PRINCIPAL Dr. VIJAY DATTA WITH THE WINNERS OF BIZONOMICS SOCIETY 

CREATIVE CORNER 

BY ANSHNEH JINDAL IX F BY ISHANA AJIT KUMAR X C 

COMPILED BY: Ms. ANSHIKA SHAFRMA                                                           SUPERVISDED BY: Ms. NAMRATA SANGHI 


